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With couples  in mind, Four Seasons  welcomes  gues ts  to experience new activities  in various  cities  across  the Americas . Image credit: Four
Seasons  Hotels  and Resorts
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Hospitality group Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts is offering new experiences, curated itineraries, special access
and luxury accommodations for the ultimate couple's urban retreat.

Throughout the Americas, travelers may enjoy new opportunities to explore and discover urban adventures through
the group's "Reconnect and Rediscover" program. Although many of the activities are intended for couples, Four
Seasons invites friends or family members seeking to experience the city together to partake.

"As we continue to welcome our guests back, couples in particular are looking for something new that sparks the
imagination, offers opportunities to connect and make memories together," said Antoine Chahwan, president of
Americas East hotel operations at Four Seasons, in a statement.

"Our concierge teams are so often asked what's new, where can we truly experience local culture, what can we do
here that we can't do anywhere else," he said. "We offer a myriad of ideas for the perfect don't-have-to-think-about-it
vacation, or as a starting point to creating your own bespoke getaway."

Reconnect and rediscover
A key part of the guest experience is the Four Seasons app and chat feature, which offers the option of contactless
service and real-time access to Four Seasons services in 100+ languages all within one's mobile device.

For dining and entertainment, the Beverly Wilshire is welcoming guests for Romance on Rodeo, a two-night stay that
includes personal shopping experiences, dinner at Michelin-starred CUT and a 60-minute couples massage.

Four Seasons Hotel Bogota Casa Medina in Colombia has three Reconnect and Rediscover experiences available,
including a visit to a coffee plantation where guests will create their own custom blend; a visit to the Verdi designer
showroom and a private designer styling session.
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Four Seasons  is  hoping the initiative will bring couples , friends  or family members  closer together. Image credit: Four Seasons  Hotels  and
Resorts

For relaxation and wellness, Four Seasons Hotel Atlanta has created the Skyline Retreat, a two-night stay complete
with a private experience in the Penthouse Suite. Couples may enjoy an 80-minute massage and aromatherapy
session en-suite followed by a custom four-course menu while overlooking the Atlanta skyline.

For sightseeing and adventure, Four Seasons Buenos Aires is offering a romantic two-night visit filled with
Champagne toasts, daily breakfast and an evening on the private terrace overlooking the 9th of July Avenue with a
chef-prepared meal.

Four Seasons Hotel Baltimore is offering a two-hour morning or sunset cruise that brings guests past the historical
sites of the Inner Harbor. Those looking to really dial up the romance can opt for the six-hour private sailing to
downtown Annapolis, the sailing capital of the United States.

For arts and culture, Four Seasons Hotel New York Downtown offers guests a three-hour walking tour of lower
Manhattan led by a professional photographer to lead the couple through capturing the city.

All Four Seasons hotels and resorts around the world continue to implement the brand's Lead With Care program in
ongoing consultation with leading experts, putting the health and safety of its  guests and employees first.

This month, Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts and tour operator TCS World Travel also collaborated to deliver the
ultimate holiday getaway. The seven-day Winter Whistler Family Getaway from the Four Seasons in British Columbia
is offering consumers a week of luxury accommodations, exclusive adventures and holiday festivities (see story).
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